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1. Woman Drives for 900 Miles Instead of 90 Thanks to GPS Error

2. Woman Follows GPS, Drives Car Into Canada's Georgian Bay
1. Japanese Tourists Follow GPS Directions, Wind Up in Bay

It can be nerve-racking to drive a car in unfamiliar territory, but in March of 2012, a group of Tokyo students in Australia deserved every bit of that traditional tourist anxiety and embarrassment - and then some. When they ignored common sense to follow the counter-intuitive instructions on their GPS, they wound up smack in the middle of Moreton Bay. The tourists were trying to navigate between two islands along a channel route when they got stuck in the water. Fortunately, it was low tide.

What happened? Student Yuzu Noda said the GPS "...told us we could drive down there. It kept saying it would navigate us to a road. We got stuck... There's lots of mud."

Blasted machines, always making innocent penises do things they don't want to do! Taking this shortcut definitely a costly mistake. The tourists wound up forking over about $1,500 in extra charges to the car rental company, as outlined in their contract as part of an Idiot Tax.

2. Woman Follows GPS, Drives Straight Into Swamp

We all know that moment of panic that comes when we miss a turn in a place we don't know too well. In those instances, you only have two options: Figure it out yourself, or rely on the GPS.

In June 2011, three women driving a rented Mercedes SUV near Seattle made the absolute wrong decision. When their trusty little robot rerouted them down a large boat launch, these Mensa candidates simply shrugged and hit the gas. They cruised all the way into the Mercer Slough, where the car became submerged in murky water.

The women were okay -- they all managed to get out -- and Mercer Island divers were called in to recover the Mercedes. Quotethe one of the rescuers on scene: "I don't know why they wouldn't question driving into a puddle that doesn't seem to end..." That makes two of us.

3. Woman Sues Google Maps After Getting Hit by a Car

What do you remember from Kindergarten, other than the delicious salty sweet flavor of paste? Here's one lesson that's stuck with me: Look both ways before you cross the street.

Unfortunately, Lauren Rosenberg must have missed class that day. In January of 2009, the California resident consulted Google Maps to find the best walking route to her destination in Park City, UT. When it directed her onto a busy four-lane highway, she confidently strode off the curb and straight into oncoming traffic. Ooh!

Not surprisingly, Rosenberg suffered injuries and was hospitalized. More than a year later, she filed a more than $100,000 lawsuit against Google Maps (and the driver who hit her), claiming Google's "reckless and negligent providing of unsafe directions" caused her to suffer "severe permanent physical, emotional, and mental injuries." Come again? She tried to blame a computer for her mental disorder, implying that without it, she would have been too smart to wander onto a busy highway.

FYI: A court ultimately ruled against Rosenberg, ruling that the disclaimer / warning was clear enough.

4. New Jersey Driver Follows GPS, Causes Four-Car Pileup

Ever driven in the state of New Jersey? If so, you're probably familiar with this rule: Don't make a left turn. Just do not do it. For some reason, New Jersey has a lot of "jumpers" - ramps that force drivers to first turn right before, ultimately, turning left. Consider yourself warned.

Unfortunately, a 17-year-old Marlboro Township driver screwed up big time in May of 2010, when, while following his GPS, he made an illegal left turn on Route 33. That decision led to a four-car pileup (and several tickets for the teen driver, who had a provisional license). The driver's excuse? His GPS 'told him to turn left.' When asked what he would do if his GPS told him to jump off a bridge, the teen asked, "How high?"
5 UK Woman Follows GPS, Drives Mercedes Into River

What’s the deal with people driving expensive cars into enormous bodies of water? This is why we can’t have nice things.

In March 2007, a 28-year-old woman following her in-car satellite navigation system ignored a number of warning signs telling her not to drive down a certain road toward a rain-swollen river, drove directly toward said rain-swollen river anyway, and drove her Mercedes SL500 right into that rain-swollen river. Swollen with heavy rain, the raging River Sence in Leicestershire, UK, carried her car several hundred feet downstream.

Luckily, the driver was rescued by someone who witnessed the accident — but it took crews a week to get the submerged Mercedes (estimated at £96k) out of the water.

6 Bus Driver Follows GPS, Gets Wedged Under Bridge

This one is kind of scary. Did you ever see / read The Sweet Hereafter? If not, and you have kids who take the bus, or if you regularly take the bus yourself, or if you live somewhere where the roads are slick and snowy, maybe skip it (and be careful, for chrissake). Otherwise, check it out when you are in the mood for a major bummer.

In April of 2008, a bus driver responsible for a high school girls softball team ignored the basic laws of math, his bus driver training, and all common sense when he plowed the bus into - and under - a bridge in the Washington Park Arboretum.

The bust was 12 feet high. The very old pedestrian foot bridge was 9 feet high, and flashing lights and yellow signs posted on its path said as much. But the GPS on the bus said go this way. It’s safe, ignore that little demon on your shoulder, I would never steer you wrong, everything will be fine, just fine. So the driver went.

The roof of the bus was sheared off, and several students were treated for minor injuries. In a statement, the president of the charter bus defended the driver and blamed the GPS: “We just thought it would be a safe route, because why else would they have a selection for a bus?”

7 Trucker Follows GPS Directions, Winds Up in Tree

It can be hard to multitask. Usually, when you’re listening to the voice on your GPS, you’re also driving a motor vehicle. And what, you’re expected to read signs, too? Nice try, words. You’d have to wake up pretty early in the morning to fool me.

In July of 2007, a German driver listened to his GPS and drove a cargo truck at the same time, but he drew the line on responsibility right there. While barreling through the Lucerne area of Switzerland, the driver daydreamed right past several “No Entry” signs. In broad daylight, he drove down a busy pedestrian walkway and plowed straight into a cherry tree.

The truck, naturally, was wedged into the tree. When the truck driver tried to back out, he wound up taking out several lamp posts and causing even more tree destruction.

8 UK Motorists Follow GPS, Get Stuck on Narrow Roads

In the tiny villages and towns around Winchester, UK, motorists have long had problems with GPS navigation. They follow the route their devices suggest and repeatedly wind up stuck – the roads are simply too narrow for some wider vehicles.

The problem got so bad in the town of Exton that a bright yellow sign was erected to warn drivers NOT to follow their GPS and to, instead, rely on common sense. These are the times we live in, folks.
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1. Definition of GNSS Civil Liability
2. Elements of GNSS Civil Liability
3. Distinction of GNSS Civil Liability
4. Roadmaps for GNSS Civil Liability
**GNSS Criminal Liability**
- criminal penalty due to huge loss of lives and properties
- regulators, providers, third parties

**GNSS Administrative Liability**
- administrative sanctions due to maladministration
- regulators

**GNSS Civil Liability**
- monetary compensation for damage
- service providers
GNSS Civil Liability

Civil Liability for Damage caused by GNSS

- the obligation to
- make monetary reparation
- for any damage caused by
- the defection or loss of PNT signals
  - provided by
    (1) core GNSSs;
    (2) augmentation systems;
    (3) regional systems
  - But excluding:
    (1) GNSS value-added services;
    (2) malfunctioning of the user equipment
    (3) Map service provider
1. Definition of GNSS Civil Liability
2. Elements of GNSS Civil Liability
3. Distinction of GNSS Civil Liability
4. Roadmaps for GNSS Civil Liability
The **defection** or **loss** of GNSS signals

Where any harm to another person is caused by a **force majeure**, the tortfeasor shall not be liable, except as otherwise provided for by law.
Damage

- Body damages
- Loss of property
- Mental damage?
- Loss of lives
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Damage caused by GNSS satellite defective signals.

• Autopilot system
  • Control
• Vehicle
  • Collision
• Accident
  • Cause
• Damage

Difficult but not Impossible

• Technical Log
• Legal Measures
  • Reverse the Burden of Proof
  • Expert Witness
Terminals

**GNSS Civil Liability**
- service provider
- signal loss or defection
- service liability

**Civil Liability of Receivers**
- manufacturer & seller
- product defect
- product liability

VS
GNSS Civil Liability
- service provider
- signal loss or defection

ATC Civil Liability
- ATC agency
- ATC command
**GNSS Civil Liability**
- service provider
- signal loss or defection

**Civil Liability of Map Provider**
- map service provider
- map data
Civil Liability of Third Parties

**Civil Liability of Jammer Users**
- device user
- illegal behavior

**Civil Liability of Spoofing Device Users**
- device user
- illegal behavior

**Civil Liability of Hacker**
- hacker
- illegal behavior

**Strict Liability**
A GNSS provider has to take the burden of civil liability, no matter the loss or defection of GNSS was caused by the fault of this provider or any others.

**Fault-based Liability**
A GNSS provider is only liable for the case where the loss or defection of GNSS was caused by the fault of this provider.
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The technical, institutional and legal evolution of CNS/ATM systems under the ICAO Regime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>The ICAO Council established the PANS Committee.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1988 | 1. The PANS Committee developed the concept of CNS/ATM systems.  
2. The ICAO Legal Committee started to work on the legal aspects of CNS/ATM systems, with a focus on GNSS.  
3. The priority of legal aspects of CNS/ATM systems became Item 4. |
| 1989 | The PANS Phase II was established. |
2. The 10th Air Navigation Conference requested the initiation of an agreement between the ICAO and GNSS-providers States concerning quality and duration of GNSS. |
| 1992 | 1. The concept of CNS/ATM systems was endorsed at the 29th Session of the ICAO Assembly.  
2. The priority of legal aspects of CNS/ATM systems moved to Item 5 and further to Item 1.  
3. The 28th Session of the ICAO Legal Committee made preliminary conclusions on no inconsistence between the Chicago Convention and the implementation of the concept of CNS/ATM systems. |
| 1993 | The ICAO Air Navigation Commission established the Global Navigation Satellite System Panel (GNSSP, subsequently renamed NSP) to amend certain ICAO SARPs. |
| 1994 | 1. The ICAO Council released the ‘Statement of Policy on CNS/ATM Systems implementation and operation’ for the implementation of CNS/ATM systems including GNSS.  
2. The 29th Session of the ICAO Legal Committee:  
   (1) prepared the Draft Agreement Between the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and GNSS Signal Provider Regarding the Provision of Signals for GNSS Services;  
   (2) recommended establishing the LTEP, using a two-stage approach, namely, identifying a suitable solution for the immediate future, and a legal framework for the long-term future.  
3. The US government and ICAO exchanged letters on the use of GPS in civil aviation. |
| 1995 | 1. The 31st ICAO Assembly adopted Resolution A31-7 which requests the Council to establish the LTEP.  
2. The LTEP was established by the ICAO Council. |
| 1996 | The Russian Federation and ICAO exchanged letters on the use of GLONASS in civil aviation. |
2. The World-wide CNS/ATM Systems Implementation Conference (Rio de Janeiro) gave recommendations to legal action for CNS/ATM systems.  
3. The 32nd ICAO Assembly:  
   (1) adopted Resolution A32-19 ‘Charter on the Rights and Obligations of States Relating to GNSS Service’, which was followed by a number of Recommendations offered by the LTEP on those subjects which need to be further studied before a consensus was reached;  
   (2) adopted Resolution A32-20 ‘Development and elaboration of an appropriate long-term legal framework to govern the implementation of GNSS; which instructed the ICAO Council to establish a Secretariat Study Group on Legal Aspects of CNS/ATM Systems.  
4. The ICAO Council established the Secretariat Study Group Development and Elaboration of an appropriate long-term legal framework to govern the implementation of GNSS. |
| 2001 | The first package of SARPs was introduced in Volume 1 (Radio Navigation Aids) of Annex 10 (Aeronautical Telecommunications) to the Chicago Convention. |
| 2003 | The 11th Air Navigation Conference recommended a worldwide transition to CNS/ATM systems. |
| 2004 | The Secretariat Study Group submitted its report, and the Group received approval on its accomplishing its mission at the 35th ICAO Assembly. |
| 2005 | 1. The priority of legal aspects of CNS/ATM systems moved to Item 3.  
2. The first edition of the GNSS Manual was released. |
2. The US government and ICAO updated their exchanges of letters on the use of GPS in civil aviation. |
| 2012 | The 12th Air Navigation Conference addressed issues of use of multiple constellations and GNSS vulnerabilities. |
2. The second edition of the GNSS Manual was released.  
3. The priority of legal aspects of CNS/ATM systems moved to Item 3. |
| 2014 | The priority of legal aspects of CNS/ATM systems moved to Item 5. |
| 2015 | The priority of legal aspects of CNS/ATM systems moved to Item 4. |
| 2016 | The fifth edition of the Global Air Navigation Plan was released. |
| 2017 | The third edition of the GNSS Manual was released. |
| 2018 | The 13th Air Navigation Conference will pave the way forward to a more cost-efficient manner on the use of GNSS in civil aviation. |
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Non-Contractual Liabilities from Civilian Versions of GNSS

Current Trends, Legal Challenges and Potential
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Benefits

for all GNSS providers!

**Increase**
- legal certainty on the burden of compensation + insurance
- reputation of GNSS providers
- confidence and acceptance of GNSS users

**Decrease**
- misunderstanding of the public
- resistance to accept the implementation of GNSS
- unexpected cost of civil liability
GNSS provider is merely responsible and liable for:
(1) ...
(2) ...
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